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This year��s Air Jordan 11 ��72-10�� Holiday 2015 release will commemorate the ��95-��96 Chicago Bulls 72-10 record
season.
Advertisment 
The Air Jordan 11 will have similarities to the Air Jordan 11 ��Space Jam�� but will be featured with Red accents instead of Blue,
as well as a iridescent-like glossy patent leather overlay. They��ll feature a thick premium leather upper build (instead of the
traditional mesh), much like the prototype sample pair we seen awhile ago, that will sit atop a traditional Air Jordan 11 translucent
outsole.

Other details will also include an embossed Jumpman logo on the back heel instead of embroidered, as well as a Blacked out
��23�� on the upper heel, along with the classic rope laces, Black/Red carbon fiber and the numbers ��72�� and ��10�� on
the lace tips. You can also expect another raise in the retail price tag, as they��ll be set to release at $220 USD. The shoes will
come housed in the traditional slide out packaging.
Air Jordan 11 72-10 Release Date 
Get a closer look at all the additional detailed photos, on-feet looks and how they��ll come packaged �C which will carry on its
traditional box, below of the Holiday 2015 remastered Air Jordan 11 Retro ��72-10�� edition.

The ��72-10�� Air Jordan 11 will officially release just in time for Christmas on Saturday, December 12th, 2015 at select Jordan
Brand retailers in full family sizing. The retail price tag is set at $220 USD.

Let us know what you guys think in the comments section below. Would you have been happier with the Space Jam 11s?

Air Jordan 11 Retro ��72-10��
Black/Gym Red-White-Anthracite
378037-002
December 12, 2015
$220

RELATED: Air Jordan Release Dates

UPDATE: Nikestore has restocked the Air Jordan 11 ��72-10�� but there is only one thing you need to unlock the shoe for
availability, an access code. Once you get the code then you can cop here.UPDATE: The highly anticipated Air Jordan 11 ��72-
10�� is set to debut tomorrow, December 12th in full family sizing that will be widely available at select Jordan Brand retail stores.
Check out the latest images below and for those that can��t get a pair online/stores, there��s always eBay.

UPDATE: You can expect the Air Jordan 11 ��72-10�� to complete a lot of sneakerheads Christmas list and while we are only
days away from the drop, we now take another look at a few on-feet images via Finish Line.UPDATE: Nike has just announced that
they have moved up the release date of the Air Jordan 11 ��72-10�� from December 19th to now December 12th. A full week
ahead of its original release date.

They��ll officially launch on December 12th at 10AM EST/7AM PST on Nike.com. The retail price tag is set at $220 USD.

UPDATE: Here are an on-feet and video review of the Air Jordan 11 ��72-10�� from @iAmTMCII that gives you a detailed look
and honest opinion of the highly anticipated release.
Air Jordan 11 72-10 On-Feet Review 

Air Jordan 11 72-10 Video Review 

UPDATE: One of the hottest releases of the year, the Air Jordan 11 ��72-10�� is officially only days away from releasing. Check
out these brand new 12 detailed images via Kenlu of the holiday Air Jordan 11. Who can��t wait for December 12th?

UPDATE: Check out the latest images of the Air Jordan 11 ��72-10�� below via Bounce that will be debuting on December
12th.UPDATE: Following official images, we now get another look via Kix Square at the highly anticipated Christmas 2015 Air
Jordan 11 ��72-10�� that will be available on December 12th.



UPDATE: Here are official images via @J23App of the Air Jordan 11 ��72-10�� that debuts on December 12th and will retail for
$220 USD.

UPDATE: From November 19th through December 18th Finish Line will be giving away one pair of the ��72-10�� Air Jordan 11s
each day. Just post on Twitter or Instagram featuring your best street style, follow them, and hashtag #EpicFinish. They��ll reach out
to the person with the best post each day to get your information they can send you out a pair of ��72-10�� Jordan 11s when they
release on December 19th. To enter, click here.

UPDATE: The Air Jordan 11 ��72-10�� will be available in full family sizing, and here is a detailed look via Sole Heat at the
gradeschool version.

UPDATE: The Air Jordan 11 ��72-10�� will also be available in baby sizes for the entire family to enjoy. For interesting in
scooping up some baby ��72-10�� Air Jordan 11s today find them via eBay.

UPDATE: Jordan Brand athletes are already starting to receive their Christmas package that includes the ��72-10�� Air Jordan
11. Here is a closer look from @ripcity3232.

UPDATE: With every holiday Air Jordan release, Jordan Brand will be debuting matching apparel to go along with the launch. Here is
a first look at what to expect from the highly anticipated Air Jordan 11 ��72-10�� apparel collection via @icyheatsole.

UPDATE: Here are the latest on-feet images of the highly anticipated ��72-10�� Air Jordan 11 via mikez_tagram. For good
measure there is even a glimpse look at the ��Burgundy�� Air Jordan 5 that would make for one hell of a nice retro release in
2016.
Air Jordan 11 72-10 On-Feet 
UDPATE: Today at the Jordan Brand Holiday 2015 event, they displayed their upcoming Holiday releases that included the highly
anticipated ��72-10�� Air Jordan 11. One of the key reports of the event was the official pricing for this year��s holiday Air
Jordan 11, which is set to be $220 USD. Check out a few of the images from the event via @j23app and @shegotgame below and
let us know if you��re happy about the new pricing in the comments section.

UPDATE: Here are some exclusive on-feet photos from @wattsgoodie of the highly anticipated Air Jordan 11 ��72-10�� release.
Check out the images below and be sure to follow Watts Goodie on both Twitter and Instagram.

straight to the point, the first to talk about the waist are led by the "belt" (belt). 

many young men have been less willing to choose the belt, why? Is it not by all kinds of LOGO caused by the shadow, so wear is not
good that many people prefer not to wear for belt attitude. 

is a waist belt are all men are unified acceptance, of course, some men are just to use it to fasten pants... No matter what the reason,
it is practical and decorative is indelible. In fact, belted, every minute to help you improve temperament, but also adjust the
proportions. 



but some things or to say in advance clear down here: 

and logo first, or large belt insulation, big H belt the impression in people's minds entrenched. If you really have the strength and love
the belt, don't you like this dress, garish clothes are really not suitable for this brand of style you 

is not the main fault belt, the key lies in how to take. There are red with gold belt and the nouveau riche, blue with a silver LOGO, tyrant
gold color is really eye-catching, easy to go directly to the people with ~~~

like this, even if there was some LOGO in the color appropriate to low-key, after all this sign is enough high! Dress collocation must
be simple, man always remember: Jane ji-ya1! 
The 
must be clear, the belt is auxiliary items, don't let it dominate to seize the limelight, so will the eyes are on the waist position, more
easily exposed 
properties... 
like this, this is the belt instead of the upper and lower body make an unnecessary move, the partition of some disorders. The 50-50
figure, did not reflect a "belt is an important tool to improve the" waist line, this way is not to wear! 

again, if you have a beer belly and then tie a belt, is a pile of meat teetering on waistband uncomfortable sensory effect. 

has a beer belly man dressed like this, the belt for wearing a shirt with suspenders, really suitable for the belly of the man. 

if you can be good to avoid the above problems, so the focus here is, how can you choose belt: 

is the first to say, no matter what your style, you should be more or less exposed to the belt or belt, in addition to help you ensure the
pants off, only a circle of waist up. 

like this, with a bold belt: 

is followed by the width of the belt, which is based on the integral collocation to go, not all trousers are suitable for wide belt, not all
pants can use the narrow belt, the middle value is the optimum width between 2.5~3.5cm. 

dress selection belt: 

the choice of what style of the belt, should according to their own dress, first laijiangjiang dress. "
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